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 Chapter 25
 Section 1
 -What movement took place throughout Europe 

with land?
 -How was Jethro Tull important?
 -How is crop rotation important?
 -What allowed England to become an industrial 

power?
 -What are the three factors of production?
 -Who were the 4 inventors who assisted in the 

textile industry?
 -Who assisted in the different forms of 

transportation?



 Section 3

 -What did America have to allow it become an 
industrial giant?

 -What did Britain not allow?

 -Who moved from the farms into the cities?

 -When did the U.S. move from agricultural to 
industrial?

 -How are corporations beneficial?

 -How were workers and stockholders different?

 -Who sent their children to Britain to learn about 
industry?

 -What nations exploited overseas colonies?



 Section 4
 -What is laissez faire?
 -What did Adam Smith, Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, 

Jeremy Bentham, and John Stewart Mill believe?
 -What was argued by socialists?
 -What did Marx write, argue, and support?
 -What political revolutions took place because of Marx?
 -Why did governments view unions as a threat?
 -What were the goals of unions?
 -What laws were written to reform the working 

conditions?
 -Who worked to end slavery?
 -How did industrialization have mixed results for women?
 -How was Jane Adams important?



 



 

 



 



 



 



 Chapter 26

 Section 1

 -What group demanded a greater voice?

 -How did Parliament in Britain become more 
responsive to the poor?

 -Under who’s rule did England reach it’s 
greatest wealth?

 -What did men and women think was still to 
radical in the 1800s?

 -What movement began to take place in 
Europe?



 Section 2

 -How was Canada divided?

 -What did the Durham report urge parliament?

 -What was built across Canada?

 -What was Australia early on?

 -Why did missionaries go to Australia?

 -What did Australia offer women in the 1850s?

 -When was Ireland formally part of Britain?

 -When did many Irish flee to the U.S.?

 -Why did the IRA form?



 Section 3
 -How was the Louisiana Purchase important?
 -What was done to Native Americans in the 

1830s?
 -Who revolted against Mexico in 1836?
 -What purchase was the last to finalize the 

growth of U.S.?
 -How was the north and south different 

economically?
 -Why was the Emancipation Proclamation 

declared?
 -What took place in the U.S. in the late 1800s and 

early 1900s?



All preceding experiments for the improvement of the Indians have 
failed.  It seems now be an established community and prosper.  
Ages of fruitless endeavors have at length brought us to a 
knowledge of this principle of intercommunication with them.  The 
past we can not recall, but the future we can provide for…No one 
can doubt the moral duty of the Government of the United States to 
protect and if possible to preserve and perpetuate the scattered 
remnants of this race which are left within our borders.  In the 
discharge of this duty an extensive region in the West has been 
assigned for their permanent residence…To these districts the 
Indians are removed at the expense of the United States, and with 
certain supplies of clothing, arms, ammunition, and other 
indispensable articles; they are also furnished gratuitously with 
provisions for the period of a year after their arrival at their new 
homes.

Andrew Jackson, the President of the United States(1835),  The 
Removal of Native Americans in the United States.



 Section 4

 -What inventions and people played a major 
role in the 1800s/early 1900s?



 Chapter 27

 Section 1

 -How was Africa divided religiously?

 -What proved to be difficult for European 
nations?

 -Who gained lands in the central part of Africa?

 -How did Charles Darwin’s theories play a role 
socially?

 -What made colonizing easier?

 -What took place at the Berlin Conference?

 -Who began to conflict with the English in 
southern Africa?



 Section 3

 -What feelings began to emerge among the 
Ottomans?

 -What natural resource was discovered?

 -What was the Crimean War the first to do?

 -What lands did the Ottomans lose?

 -What two nations engaged in a struggle to 
control India?

 -What canal was built to assist trade?

 -What nations competed to exploit Persia?



 2...The Senate will be named...as follows: one third by the 
Sultan and two thirds by the nations and the term of senators 
will be of limited duration.

 3...All Ottoman subjects having completed their twentieth year, 
regardless of whether they possess property or fortune, shall 
have the right to vote.

 4...It will be demanded that the right freely to constitute political 
groups be inserted in a precise fashion in the constitutional 
charter...

 7...The Turkish tongue will remain the official state language.
 10...The free exercise of the religious privileges which have been 

accorded to different nationalities will remain intact...
 16...Education will be free

 Young Turks, group of progressive men who pushed for change 
in Turkey(1908), Proclamation of the Young Turks.



 Section 4

 -How did England govern India?

 -How was India viewed?

 -What was required among Indians in India?

 -What crops were required to plant in India?

 -What took place in the 1800s because of the 
lack of food production?

 -What allowed India to modernize?

 -How was India divided religiously?

 -What feelings began to emerge in India?



 Section 5

 -What was controlled by the Europeans?

 -What was discovered in Indonesia?

 -How was the opening of the Suez Canal 
important to the British?

 -Who took over Vietnam?

 -What region was never taken over and why?

 -Who did the U.S. colonize and why?(2)

 -What was promised after the Spanish-
American War?



 Chapter 28

 Section 1

 -What crops were grown or traded with the 
Chinese?

 -What conflict took place with the British?

 -What did nations begin to “battle” for in 
China?

 -Why did the Boxer Rebellion take place?

 -What did China do in 1905?



 Section 2

 -What did Japan do by the 1860s?

 -What did the Emperor decide the best way to 
compete with foreigners was?

 -What was adopted by Japan from other 
nations?

 -What did Japan and China pledge not to do 
in 1885?

 -Who did Japan fight in 1903?

 -What happened to Korea in 1910?

 -What feelings began to form in Korea?



 

From a Japanese Newspaper, 1870s?

 Enlightened Half-Enlightened         Unenlightened



 



 Section 3
 -What was a major problem in Latin America?
 -Who ruled many of the countries by the mid 1800s?
 -Who benefited the most from trade with Latin 

America?
-What nations lent money to Latin America?

 -Who had built up business holdings in Latin 
America?

 -Who assisted Cuba in it’s independence though still 
controlled it through trade?

 -What was built to assist America in trade?
 -What diseases were spread through the building of 

the Panama Canal?
 -What was the Roosevelt Corollary?



 Section 4

 -How was Santa Anna important?

 -What treaties gave up parts of Mexico to the 
U.S.?

 -What was promoted after foreign rule of 
Mexico?



 ...It is not true that the United States feels any land hunger or entertains 
any projects as regards the other nations of the Western Hemisphere 
save such as are for their welfare. All that this country desires is to see 
the neighboring countries stable, orderly, and prosperous.  Any country 
whose people conduct themselves well can count upon our hearty 
friendship.  If a nation show that it knows how to act with reasonable 
efficiency and decency in social and political matters, if it keeps order 
and pays its obligations, it need fear no interference from the United 
States. Chronic wrongdoing, or an impotence which results in a general 
loosening of the ties of civilized society, may in America, as elsewhere, 
ultimately require intervention by some civilized nation, and in the 
Western Hemisphere the adherence of the United States to the Monroe 
Doctrine may force the United States, however reluctantly, in flagrant 
cases of such wrongdoing or impotence, to the exercise of an 
international police power...



 Theodore Roosevelt, the President of the United States in a message to 
Congress(1904) The Roosevelt Corollary: American Imperialism



THE COLOSSUS OF THE PACIFIC”  
COLOSSUS- ANYTHING COLOSSAL, 
GIGANTIC, OR VERY POWERFUL. “THE GREAT WHITE 

FLEET”

 



 It may sound dangerous when we speak of territorial expansion, but 
the territorial expansion of which we speak does not in any sense of the 
word involve the occupation of the possessions of other countries, the 
planting of the Japanese flag thereon, and the declaration of their 
annexation to Japan.  It is just that since the Powers have suppressed 
the circulation of Japanese materials and merchandise abroad, we are 
looking for some place overseas where Japanese capital, Japanese skills 
and Japanese labor can have free play, free from the oppression of the 
white race.

 We would be satisfied with just this much.  What moral right do the 
world powers who have themselves closed to us the two doors of 
emigration and advance into world markets have to criticize Japan’s 
attempt to rush out of the third and last door?

 If they do not approve of this, they should open the doors which 
they have closed against us and permit the free movement overseas of 
Japanese emigrants and merchandise...



 Hashimoto Kingoro, a Japanese ultranationalist(1930s), Japanese 
Nationalism and Expansionism



 I shall relate to you the history of a gifted and educated 
Javanese.  The boy had passed his examinations, and was 
number one of three principal high schools of Java.  Both at 
Semarang, where he went to school, and at Batavia, where he 
stood his examinations, the doors of the best houses were open 
to the amiable school-boy, with his agreeable and cultivated 
manners and great modesty.

 Every one spoke Dutch to him, and he could express himself in 
that language with distinction.  Fresh from this environment, he 
went back to the house of his parents.  He thought it would be 
proper to pay his respects to the authorities of the place and he 
found himself in the presence of the Resident who had heard of 
him, and here it was that my friend made a mistake.  He dared to 
address the great man in Dutch.



 Raden Ajeng Kartini, a member of the Javanese 
aristocracy(1901), Letters of a Javanese Princess


